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Abstract—Spreadsheets are ubiquitous. Thus, it is important to understand the challenges faced by spreadsheet users in practice. To better understand these challenges, we surveyed ABB employees and then interviewed a cross-section of survey respondents. We used a two-phase coding process to classify the challenges they described. Our survey findings demonstrate that practices in our single-company setting are consistent with practices in broader settings. Our interviews revealed both individual and organizational challenges. For instance, individual participants described data pipeline challenges related to importing data from external sources or storing and archiving spreadsheet data. Further, participants’ collective responses revealed challenges pertaining to knowledge distribution within the organization. We outline possible interventions to address these challenges. Our results will help guide researchers and tool designers in addressing the practical challenges facing spreadsheet users.

I. INTRODUCTION

Spreadsheets are one of the most commonly used programming tools in practice [1] and, accordingly, are important to study. Much like traditional programming environments, spreadsheets allow programmers to store data and write code (i.e., formulas and macros) to manipulate that data.

The software engineering community has recognized the parallels between traditional programming environments and spreadsheets [2]. As summarized by Ko et al. [3], researchers have been working to broadly improve spreadsheet practices by applying software engineering techniques such as debugging, refactoring, testing, and fault localization. However, despite decades of research, errors persist and organizations remain overconfident in the correctness of their spreadsheets [4].

As we will argue, errors may persist because we do not fully understand the fundamental challenges faced by spreadsheet users. Our goal is to identify those challenges and the practices that perpetuate those challenges. Prior work provides initial insights into these challenges via studies focused on specific practices, such as testing [5], or on specific populations, such as students [6] or individual spreadsheet users [7].

Because spreadsheets do not exist in isolation — they often become organizational assets shared between individuals [8] — we study spreadsheet usage in a practical setting, within an organization (ABB). Our motivation for studying a large multinational conglomerate (i.e., a large and diverse organization formed via both organic growth and acquisitions) is to determine whether the practices within a single ecosystem are consistent with those reported across many organizations in previous studies and to understand the challenges that users face within a large and diverse ecosystem. We frame this study around the following three research questions:

RQ1: What practices are common among professional spreadsheet users?
RQ2: Are the reported practices consistent with previous findings on spreadsheet practices?
RQ3: What challenges do professional spreadsheet users face?

To answer these research questions, we conducted a mixed methods study of spreadsheet practices at a large multinational conglomerate. First, we conducted a survey of 180 spreadsheet users across various roles at ABB (Section IV). We then compared the results of this survey with previously reported studies to assess the representativeness of this sample and contextualize our findings. Next, we conducted 22 follow-up interviews to understand the specific challenges spreadsheet users face (Section V). From those interviews, through a qualitative coding process, we identified 13 challenges. Because our survey results are consistent with the results of previous studies, we believe that our interview results — and thus the challenges we identified — are applicable to other organizations.

In summary, this paper presents the following contributions:

• A description of a spreadsheet ecosystem (Section IV-B).
• A categorization of challenges faced by spreadsheet users (Section V-C).

This work serves as an overview of spreadsheet practices and challenges, which will serve researchers and tool designers in their future work. As we will describe, those challenges exist on both the individual and organizational levels. For example, individuals may face challenges importing data from a content management system to a spreadsheet, while an organization may face challenges producing assets that perform this task across individual business units.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we first review the settings of the studies to which we compare our survey findings. We then discuss other work related to identifying spreadsheet challenges.
A. Surveys about Spreadsheets Practices

Spanning back decades, researchers have surveyed spreadsheet users to better understand the challenges of spreadsheets. Throughout the 1990s, several studies examined the lack of control and policies for spreadsheets among MBA students [9], statistics bureaus [10], and other firms [11] [12]. Several subsequent surveys reported similar issues over the following decades while reporting advanced details on control and testing methods, as Pemberton and Robson [13] did when broadly exploring the role that spreadsheets had assumed in business. The quality of spreadsheet testing has particularly drawn attention, as Panko and Ordway [14] updated the literature and legislative history of spreadsheet testing and fraud detection in light of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act in 2002, and Roy et al. [5] conducted interviews over the development testing practices in over 21 countries. However, previous studies tended to cast their attention over broad ranges of respondents to represent varied populations. We instead focus within the boundaries of a single large company.

The surveys most related to our own were conducted by the Spreadsheet Engineering Research Project (SERP) at Dartmouth. To address the entire life-cycle of spreadsheets from design to archiving, the researchers elicited feedback from a range of spreadsheet users. These populations include MBA alumni from two business schools, spreadsheet software firms, and private corporations, totaling 1,597 responses. The results comprise a number of studies probing individual populations [15] and differences in risk awareness [16] and proficiency [8]. Whereas the SERP survey targeted participants from a range of populations, our survey targets a single ecosystem. We want to probe the practices at a single firm, ABB, to discover in depth whether its practices are consistent with those cataloged in prior research.

B. Identifying Spreadsheet Challenges

Ko et al. [3] summarize the area of end-user software engineering, in which spreadsheets research is situated. They highlight several software engineering challenges, such as reuse and testing, that afflict end-users even though these users often lack professional training in these tasks. In other words, they affirm that spreadsheet users are not exempt from the challenges of software design and maintenance. We extend these comparisons in our study, similarly noting many of their challenges while also reporting new ones (Section V-C), such as challenges in data management and manual processes. Ruthruff and Burnett [17] describe six challenges researchers face in adapting fault-localization techniques to end-user debugging environments. Like Ruthruff and Burnett, we are concerned with spreadsheet-related challenges. However, the challenges we identify impact spreadsheet users directly, rather than spreadsheet researchers.

Other studies outline barriers in learning specific tasks. Ko et al. [6] identify six barriers to learning end-user programming systems, and their model describes the phases of a project that are vulnerable to knowledge breakdowns and incorrect assumptions. These problems include when a user cannot conceive solutions to a problem or when a user confronts a tool’s unexpected behavior. Chambers and Scaffidi [7] study the learning challenges of spreadsheets as gleaned from forum posts and interviews with educators. The challenges that they identify relate to spreadsheet-specific features (e.g., data visualization or invoking/debugging macros). We extend their challenge model by identifying challenges within a single-organization setting via interviews with practitioners.

Grigoreanu et al. [18] investigate debugging strategies contextualized in information foraging and sense-making frameworks. In their deconstruction of observed user tasks, they draw out the moments in debugging wherein users are most vulnerable to problems, such as when they interrupt their thought processes or skip steps. Additionally, Kulesz and Ostberg [19] extend these investigations into practices of spreadsheet auditing by examining the auditing software itself. They bring attention to the following challenges: presenting meaningful information non-intrusively; handling false positives; and of several others that hinder end-user tools from the perspective of the tool’s designer. Although these studies typically involve a small group of subjects to suggest general problems and ours is a broad analysis over a single conglomerate, we share a common goal of improving end-user productivity.

III. STUDY CONTEXT

We conducted this study at ABB, a large multinational industrial conglomerate. ABB is organized into five divisions, including shared group management functions and four global business divisions. At the time of the study, the divisions were organized into 29 heterogeneous business units (BUs) focused on particular group functions, industries, and product categories. Some BUs have been started as new branches of ABB while others have been acquired in buyouts/mergers. As a result, there are relatively few globally-mandated processes across BUs for issues such as spreadsheet usage. Altogether, these BUs employ about 135,000 people and operate in over 100 countries.

ABB employs about 5,000 traditional software developers (i.e., developers who write code in third- or fourth-generation programming languages) but around 100,000 white-collar workers in total. Although we cannot definitively state how many ABB employees use spreadsheets, the number is certainly in the tens of thousands (i.e., an order of magnitude larger than the number of traditional software developers). We located over 300,000 spreadsheet files stored on an internal shared drive. Thus, there is vast potential for business impact by offering improved processes and tools to address the challenges faced by spreadsheet users in ABB. Accordingly, we sought to catalog and understand these users’ practices and challenges.

IV. SURVEY

A. Survey Design

We conducted a survey to understand how ABB employees use, create, and maintain spreadsheets (RQ1). The survey
B. Survey Results

In this section we describe our survey results. We first describe demographic data for our respondents. We then highlight findings related to each of the six spreadsheet-centric themes listed in Section IV-A, as well as responses to selected free-response questions. Finally, each subsection concludes with a discussion relating our results to previous studies.

1) Respondent Demographics: We received 180 usable responses to our survey, including 160 complete responses and 20 partial responses missing only the answers to the demographic questions. Among the 160 respondents who provided demographic information, 120 are from North America and 32 are from Europe. Notably, we received 17 or more responses from each of the five divisions of ABB and at least 1 response from 26 of the 29 business units across those divisions. Moreover, respondents’ jobs are spread across many functional areas, including sales (11), marketing (8), operations/manufacturing (16), engineering (20), research (9), finance (39), distribution (2), and other (51).

Previous Studies: Like the SERP surveys [8], we primarily draw on North America and Europe for our respondents. The SERP surveys had nearly 10 times more respondents — about 1,600 — spread across many different organizations. Furthermore, other studies have drawn their respondents from social media, mailing lists, MOOCs [5], and magazine subscribers [26], [27]. However, our population is all from a single organization. The distribution of job roles is also similar between our study and SERP. For example, positions in finance represent 30.2% of their survey base compared to our 24.4%. Unlike Caulkin and colleagues who focused on executives and senior managers [28], we focus on a broader array of job roles and functions.

2) Spreadsheet Usage: About 79% of respondents reported having “some experience” or “extensive experience” with spreadsheets, while about 6% reported having “very little experience” and about 15% reported being “very experienced.” Thus, we characterize a majority of the respondents as being competent or proficient (as opposed to being novices or experts). Over 75% of respondents reported that they use spreadsheets mainly for analyzing data (e.g., financial or operational data) or tracking data (e.g., budgets, sales, or inventories). No other main purpose was indicated by at least half of the respondents. Overall, the average respondent reported spending 3–10 hours per week using 2–10 different spreadsheets. Unsurprisingly, 20 of the 34 respondents who reported using spreadsheets for more than 20 hours per week are in finance.

Previous Studies: Our respondents report similar levels of proficiency and expertise as those of Chan and Storey [26]. The primary purposes of data analysis and data tracking are also consistent with the prior SERP survey [8]. Regarding time spent using spreadsheets, our results are similar to those of Lawson et al. [8] and Pemberton and Robson [13].

3) Spreadsheet Creation: Reuse is a fundamental software engineering principle, but 58% of respondents reported creating new spreadsheets from scratch about half the time or more, including 30% of respondents who do so most of the time. Similarly, when creating a new spreadsheet, 55% of respondents enter data and formulas directly, while only 30% borrow a design from an existing spreadsheet. We found no correlation between experience and the typical first step in creating a new spreadsheet, and some “very experienced” respondents indicated that they typically enter data and formulas directly.

Modularization is another key software engineering principle. Spreadsheet users can modularize their spreadsheets by dividing them into separate sections, either across multiple sheets or within a single sheet (e.g., by leaving blank rows or columns between tables). The left side of Figure 1 illustrates that more experienced spreadsheet users are more likely to modularize their spreadsheets than are less experienced users. Most respondents (about 84%) reported that the spreadsheets they create are normally used by at least one other person, but only 15 respondents (about 9%) indicated that their spreadsheets often become permanent assets in their BUs. Interestingly, 80% of respondents who use macros four or more times per week also share their spreadsheets with many others.

Previous Studies: Previous studies also report that spreadsheet users employ limited reuse strategies. For example, SERP surveys [8] report that 36.3% of their respondents always begin spreadsheets from scratch — 30% of our respondents do so most of the time. The SERP surveys [8] also indicate that modularization comes with experience and that
most spreadsheets are shared.

4) Spreadsheet Testing: Spreadsheets are error-prone [29]. Consequently, understanding (and ultimately improving) spreadsheet testing practices is key, particularly given that spreadsheets users generally lack the knowledge and training of traditional software developers [5]. Our survey results indicate that available tools for spreadsheet testing are not incorporated into spreadsheet testing practices at ABB. Among our respondents, 87% reported examining cells individually or using a calculator to check selected cells, and 79% reported using common sense. Meanwhile, only 40% reported testing performance for plausibility or testing extreme cases, and only 18% reported using Excel-provided testing tools like the data validation and formula auditing tools. Indeed, follow-up interviews revealed that some respondents who reported using Excel-provided tools actually meant using in-built Excel functionality (e.g., summing rows and columns) and were unaware that Excel provided dedicated tools for testing spreadsheets.

The right side of Figure 1 illustrates that more experienced spreadsheet users are more likely to test their spreadsheets than are less experienced users. Nevertheless, only about half of “very experienced” respondents reported testing their spreadsheets more than half the time. Moreover, as discussed in the previous paragraph, few respondents reported using anything but the most basic of testing practices.

Previous Studies: Previous studies also noted the widespread, ad-hoc attempts to manually test spreadsheets [5], and the relative scarcity of systematic testing practices [30]. Roy et al. [5] indicate that testing in practice is common: 99% of respondents do some form of it. Among our population, 81% report testing. The difference is unsurprising given the trend shown in Figure 1 and that their population included more experienced spreadsheet users. Roy et al. report that the most popular technique was ad-hoc testing, performed by 88% of users, which is also consistent with our results.

5) Spreadsheet Documentation: Documentation is key for understanding the design and intent of a software artifact. Over 62% of respondents indicated that they rarely or never document their spreadsheets, and only 23% of respondents document their spreadsheets more than half the time. Nevertheless, 85% of respondents reported documenting spreadsheets at least some of the time. Respondents who share their spreadsheets with others were not more likely to also document their spreadsheets compared with those who rarely share their spreadsheets.

Previous Studies: Our findings are consistent with Roy et al. [5], who found that 80% of respondents practice some form of documentation compared to our 85%. Upon closer examination, both the SERP surveys [15] and our findings suggest consistent documentation practices are rare.

6) Sharing Spreadsheets: Unlike in Section IV-B3, where ‘sharing’ refers to distributing a spreadsheet for the purpose of reuse, in this section ‘sharing’ refers to reporting spreadsheet results (e.g., to a manager or customer). Despite the prevalence of modern business intelligence tools such as Qlik and Tableau, spreadsheets are often used as reporting tools. Thus, business users share spreadsheets with colleagues, managers, and customers. Among our respondents, 75% share such reports by providing parts of or the entire spreadsheet. A mere 11% of respondents who share spreadsheets provide a summary, and only 14% of respondents rarely share any part of a spreadsheet.

Different versions of spreadsheets are necessary to accommodate changing requirements and to archive historical calculations. Version control enables change tracking and supports traceability. Despite the popularity of version control systems like Git and the availability of spreadsheet version control systems [31], spreadsheet users do not formally use version control. Indeed, while 74% of respondents typically have two or more versions of a spreadsheet, 64% of respondents track different spreadsheet versions by embedding dates or version numbers in the filenames. Only 4% of respondents save on OneDrive [32], despite OneDrive including rudimentary, but functional, version tracking and being available to ABB employees worldwide.

Previous Studies: Our findings about the most common sharing practices (i.e., sharing an entire workbook) are consistent with the results of the SERP survey [15]. Hermans and colleagues also report that the majority (85%) or spreadsheet users transfer entire spreadsheets to colleagues [33]. In addition, our results on version control are comparable to rates reported by other studies. For example, Roy et al. [5] estimate the use of manual version control among spreadsheet users at 70% compared with our 74%.

7) Free-Responses: We asked participants to list any sources of information that they use for help while creating or editing a spreadsheet. More than half of the respondents (92) listed unofficial online resources such as Google (65), various forums (30), YouTube (16), and Excel-focused blogs (5). About one-third of respondents (58) listed the official Excel help, which is a surprisingly small proportion of respondents, particularly given that we mentioned “Excel help” as an example in the question. Only 33 respondents listed “colleagues” as a source of information, and even fewer respondents listed print media (7), online training (4), previous spreadsheets (3), or official ABB training resources (4).

Our survey of a single large multinational industrial conglomerate replicates the findings of previous studies that span many organizations. We found that the use of software engineering practices, such as reuse, testing, documentation, and version control, is limited among spreadsheet users. However, our findings also suggest that the use of practices such as modularization and testing becomes more common as users gain experience. Overall, our findings indicate that our population is consistent with the aggregate population considered by previous studies.

V. INTERVIEWS

A. Interview Protocol

We recruited participants (Table I) from the pool of survey respondents. All interviews were conducted within two months of the surveys. The pre-interview survey gave us insight into each participant’s individual spreadsheet practices and allowed us to tailor the interview to that participant’s survey responses.
We invited all 57 survey respondents who provided a valid email address to participate in the interviews. We scheduled interviews with the 25 who responded to our recruitment email. Three participants were unable to attend the interview or reschedule. As a result, we conducted a total of 22 interviews.

The first and third authors jointly conducted each interview over Skype audio calls. Before each interview, participants were asked if their audio data could be collected and stored; all agreed to the recording.

The interviewers followed a semi-structured interview script which included questions about participants’ backgrounds, practices, and challenges (full script available online [34]). During the interview, we also discussed participants’ survey responses, including their free-responses and any spreadsheets they might have shared. The mean duration for the interviews was 26 minutes and 40 seconds.

### B. Interview Analysis

First, we transcribed the audio recordings using oTranscribe [35]. We performed two rounds of coding on each transcript — initial coding and focused coding. In the remainder of this section we will detail each of these processes.

#### Initial coding

To derive our initial set of codes, we jointly coded two participants’ transcripts. The remaining transcripts were divided among the researchers and coded in parallel. Throughout this process, we iteratively updated the set of codes as new codes arose.

To ensure consistency across researchers, all new codes were reviewed by all researchers. Furthermore, to verify codes were applied accurately, each transcript was reviewed by a second researcher. Overall, the two coders agreed on 99% of codes and, in 11 cases of disagreement, arrived at agreement after brief discussions. This process resulted in the application of 20 codes to 1042 statements.

**Focused coding** As we are particularly interested in participants’ spreadsheet-related challenges (RQ3), we performed a second round of focused coding on the statements that were assigned the “Challenge” code by the initial coding phase. In total, the initial coding phase produced 195 such statements.

Similar to before, we derived our initial set of challenge codes by jointly coding transcripts. After coding the challenge statements from three participants, we assigned the remaining statements to be coded independently. Any new codes that arose during independent coding were reviewed jointly. Again, to ensure the accurate application of each code, all independently assigned codes were reviewed by a second researcher. Three statements (2%) were disputed as a result of this review.

As a result of this focused coding process, we identified 13 challenges, each of which we will discuss in the following section.

#### C. Interview Results

In this section, we discuss each of the challenges identified during our interviews. Each subsection corresponds with one of the challenges and includes a short description of that challenge. To contextualize these challenges, each section also includes selected quotes.

Next to the title of each subsection, we report the number of participants who identified with that challenge in parenthesis (X). Although we report how often each of these challenges was mentioned, we make no quantitative generalizations about the frequency or impact of these challenges. We suspect some of these challenges might resonate more or less within an organization. Instead, we focus on describing each challenge and the avenues through which it might make an impact.

1) **Data Sources (12):** Spreadsheets are not the only tool participants used to store and analyze data. Spreadsheets exist within a complex landscape of other data management solutions. This challenge relates to issues participants expressed moving data into spreadsheets and formatting that data for subsequent processing. Some participants faced challenges even getting data imported into Excel. P025: “I can’t ever seem
to get the data that I’m looking for. It’s either not in table form or the Excel import function doesn’t read it in table form.”

P095 impressed upon us how reformatting input from various data sources can be time consuming: “Whenever I need to do analysis in Excel, I spend 50 percent of my time, half of my time, just cleaning up the data so I can actually use the data in Excel in a meaningful way. That’s probably my biggest challenge.”

2) Reuse (6): Even across diverse projects, software engineers reuse components — from common data structures to library functions. On the other hand, participants did not describe a similar reuse culture surrounding spreadsheets. Instead, participants, not knowing where to find reusable components, were forced to “start from scratch” when designing spreadsheets. P002: “Everyone has built something on their own fitting exactly their situation, their environment, their needs. Of course, nothing fit what I needed to do. So, I started again, from scratch! That was what I’m talking about reinventing the wheel.”

3) Data Management (16): Spreadsheets can accommodate a variety of data, but managing that data poses challenges. P026: “There are so many methods and steps you can do to manipulate the data, but getting it to do exactly what you want can be tricky.” For some participants, like P018, these challenges were most apparent when working with specific data types (e.g., “timestamps and dates”).

As complexity increases, managing data becomes an increasingly costly challenge because functions become difficult to maintain. P095 notes: “I’ve seen some spreadsheets that are absurdly complex with multiple, multiple lookup values and other crazy functions. I’ve seen people sitting down for hours updating their Excel sheet.”

P035 elaborates, colorfully describing the resulting spreadsheets: “You look at the formulas and it’s just a blob of parenthesis. Your scripts start looking like someone took a chicken and dumped her feet in ink and stamped it on the page. It made sense at one time. Now, you don’t know what.”

4) Out of practice (5): Some participants use spreadsheets and certain spreadsheet features intermittently. For example, participants described using particular reporting spreadsheets monthly or quarterly. The irregularity of their work lead to the challenge of falling out of practice. P166 succinctly described this challenge, “I learn and relearn a lot.” P035 elaborated on the sentiment: “You use it and figure it out today. Two months later, you run into the same thing and just can’t remember. It’s like ‘How the heck did I deal with this same issue? ’”

Participants’ sporadic use of spreadsheets caused challenges in several situations, ranging from formatting data to rounding results. For P154, this challenge recurringly complicated one of his/her common tasks: “I deal with millions of dollars in terms of numbers often. So, I wanted to round to the nearest million, but couldn’t remember for the life of me how to do it.”

5) Sharing (12): Individuals and business units use spreadsheets to track data and perform calculations. That data and the results of those calculations often need to be shared with others in the organization. Challenges arise when spreadsheets are not shared in a digestible format. Unfortunately, choosing the correct format depends on the audience and opaque organizational norms.

On one hand, some participants, like P018, preferred sharing spreadsheets in a malleable format (i.e., the sheet itself rather than screenshots or summary reports): “We have some entities that don’t send us the Excel sheet. They will take a screenshot of it, which isn’t helpful at all.”

On the other hand, the rule of sharing the spreadsheet itself does not apply in all circumstances. P095 explained that some audiences prefer to receive summary reports rather than the full spreadsheet: “If you are a senior manager, you don’t want to open up an Excel spreadsheet. You want to open up a webpage or PowerPoint.”

6) Complex applications (8): Similar to the issues that arise in software product line engineering [36], spreadsheet users face challenges due to the inherent complexity of their work domains. Storing and modeling complex data necessitates complex spreadsheets. For some participants, like P040, these complex spreadsheets evolved over time: “[The product] was only supposed to have about 6 variants. We decided to put the variants in a spreadsheet so we could select them. Then it ended up the customers really liked the product, but they wanted different variants. We ended up in our first spreadsheet of over 3000 variants.”

7) Infrastructure Limitations (9): Infrastructure limitations (e.g., hard-drive space, computing resources, limited bandwidth) posed challenges to the participants we interviewed. Participants most commonly faced these challenges when working with large data files. P029: “Because of the sheer volume of information and a lot of formulas that reference information, my Excel was crashing because it just was not able to keep up.”

Further, P036 expressed frustration with the limited bandwidth at his remote site and the lack of compatible training resources. His slow connection prevented his team from simultaneously accessing Excel training videos: “When two people look at the videos there are some seconds shown... Then you go to plant your coffee, grow the coffee up, roast the coffee, then cook the coffee. When you come back you can see the next two or three seconds.” Elaborating, P036 explained that alternative training resources, like text files, would be helpful.

8) People (12): Individuals bring a variety of backgrounds, feature preferences, and domain knowledge to any project. As it pertains to projects using spreadsheets, some individuals may have years of professional programming experience and prefer creating macro-enabled spreadsheets, whereas others prefer to use a narrower set of features. These differences between individuals give rise to challenges, especially when ownership of a spreadsheet is transferred from one person to the next.

Participants described how they (or other maintainers) possessed unique knowledge of their organization’s spreadsheets. P149 puts it simply: “I don’t think anyone else knows this.” Unfortunately, this poses a risk of knowledge loss when a
spreadsheet changes hands. In fact, P166 explained to us how he was coping with such a knowledge loss: “There’s a bunch of stuff going on in [the spreadsheet] that [my former coworker] created... He’s gone now. Now I’m fumbling around trying to figure out how to keep that thing going.”

9) Help Resources (12): Despite the overabundance of help resources and training materials available, participants described difficulties applying them to their work at ABB. Due to the specificity and proprietary nature of their work, participants faced challenges finding help from external sources. P026: “The data we work with can be specific in the context of ABB... There’s almost a caveat that your data doesn’t apply to what the teaching material shows you.” This challenge seems to affect spreadsheet users and professional developers alike; Ford and colleagues [37] identify a related challenge, “Abstraction Process barriers,” among software developers seeking help on Stack Overflow.

Participants also encountered challenges locating reliable help resources within ABB. In particular, participants faced challenges effectively navigating their social networks. P035: “Identifying the subject matter experts has been kind of difficult. I’ve asked a lot and they go ‘Hmmm... I don’t use that. Ask this person’.” This challenge is further magnified for more experienced spreadsheet users like P084: “Finding help gets harder the more you know!”

10) Features (15): Spreadsheet software offers many complex features. As participants stressed, making effective use of all of those features can challenge an individual. Moreover, coordinating how those features are used across individuals can challenge an organization.

Usage of any given spreadsheet feature depends on an individual’s preferences and experience. Participants, like P166, explained how it can be difficult to gain exposure to new features: “If you don’t know what the capabilities are of Excel, you don’t even know what to type into Excel to figure it out.” Even when participants were aware of advanced features, they often hesitated to use them, citing challenges with maintainability. P035 described this trade off between feature elegance and maintainability: “I can add a lot of great features, but I have to be very careful because sometimes I forget to copy things over and over again’ and ‘manually massaging’ data.

Participants, like P061, found such manual work time consuming: “My experience is that you could end up using quite a lot of time in your spreadsheet doing different kinds of things over and over again. Learning how to make it easier for yourself would be a priority.”

Others, like P149, described manual work as error prone: “I have to be very careful because sometimes I forget to copy all the lines that I need.”

VI. DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss how challenges from the preceding section relate to each other and then provide insights on how to address the challenges. We organize our discussion of these synthesized challenges thematically into two topics: data pipeline issues and knowledge distribution issues.

Data Pipeline: Across several categories, participants described challenges pertaining to what we will call the data pipeline. Together these challenges relate to inputting data into spreadsheets (Section V-C1) and managing that data once it arrives in a spreadsheet (Section V-C3), including using burdensome manual processes to manipulate that data (Section V-C13). As participants described to us, a typical data pipeline might pull data from multiple sources such as SAP, internal data warehouses, and other spreadsheets. Once in a spreadsheet, the user may use some combination of macros, formulas, and manual manipulation to merge these data sources and to transform input to the desired format. Finally, after performing calculations, the resulting data may be used to make business decisions, shared with others, fed as input to another data pipeline, or archived in a database or other data store.

Both individuals and organizations feel the impacts of challenges in these interconnected data pipelines. Individuals who require macros to import and manipulate spreadsheet data are susceptible when changing requirements precipitate modifications to those macros. The most persistent individuals
may seek help or tinker with the macros to patch their own pipelines, but as we have described, these activities are prone to their own challenges. Organizations feel these challenges when it comes to abstracting individuals’ custom pipelines into reusable tools and components (Section V-C2). Across individuals, organizations must build infrastructures that support spreadsheet users in managing and moving data.

Outside the domain of spreadsheets, data scientists and software developers face similar issues engineering the data pipeline [38]. However, compared with data scientists and developers, spreadsheet users may uniquely struggle with these challenges, due to their relative inexperience writing scripts and macros. According to our survey results, nearly half of respondents report never having used macros.

To alleviate some of these data pipeline issues, we argue that tools should enable spreadsheet users to import and format data using their domain knowledge, without needing to write scripts or macros. Such tools could draw on existing approaches for generating programs from specifications. For example, given a schema for a system like SAP, tools could generate macros that apply standard transformations to automatically populate the spreadsheet fields of interest. This approach would also improve traceability within an organization, helping to propagate updates when changes to upstream data sources are made.

Knowledge Distribution: Individuals with knowledge of particular spreadsheet practices may be dispersed throughout an organization. Spreadsheet users face challenges navigating social and organizational structures to attain the knowledge they need. Here we refer to this issue as a knowledge distribution issue. This issue synthesizes several spreadsheet-related challenges, including those pertaining to people (Section V-C8), how they seek help from others (Section V-C9), and how they reuse others’ components (Section V-C2).

The issue of knowledge distribution in spreadsheet usage parallels a similar issue in traditional software engineering. Begel and Zimmermann [39] identify this issue as a collaborative information need, phrasing it as a question: “How can we share knowledge more effectively to code faster?” Further, Herbsleb and Mockus [40] attribute delays in globally distrusted development to knowledge distribution issues across weak social networks.

Unlike traditional software developers, spreadsheet users lack the processes, like pair programming [41], and widely-used resources, like StackOverflow [42], necessary to overcome knowledge distribution issues. To illustrate how knowledge distribution issues impacted participants, consider the following example: During his interview, P061 described his frustrating experience trying to implement a spreadsheet that automatically calculates an employees’ working days — basically weekdays minus holidays and days off. He found this task was particularly challenging for several reasons. For one, different parts of his business unit observed different holidays, requiring him to cross-reference an internal calendar. Despite asking colleagues for help and scouring the web, P061 could not find a solution. Later, we interviewed P029, who shared with us a spreadsheet containing a clever (and well-documented) solution to the exact working days problem P061 had described.

By framing P061’s challenges as a knowledge distribution issue, we observe readily-available solutions within his social network. To foster the dissemination and discovery of best practices and help people like P061 find solutions, we propose creating an online community for spreadsheet users within ABB. We will curate this community to highlight annotated examples of best-practices and facilitate pairing struggling practitioners with experts. Because the community will exist within the organization, the material will be specific to ABB employees’ needs.

VII. LIMITATIONS

Our work faces the threat that we have only identified a subset of challenges facing spreadsheet users and that interviewing more participants would reveal more challenges. However, we reached saturation [43] relatively early — no new challenge codes were introduced after the fifth participant.

Our interviews and qualitative coding approach are also subject to internal threats to validity. To mitigate these threats, we thoroughly reviewed each statement we analyzed; each statement was twice examined by two researchers (Section V-B). Our high rates of agreement (99% & 98%) across coders imply a common understanding of the category definitions.

The survey and interviews were conducted in the context of ABB, which afforded us a richer understanding of the challenges within an organization, specifically the challenges that arose as a result of interactions between individuals. However, this choice threatens our ability to generalize our findings to other spreadsheet users. To mitigate this limitation we sampled participants from geographically and functionally diverse business units. Furthermore, our study included several participants who were new to ABB. Some were either recently hired or joined as a result of businesses acquisitions. Additionally, we compared the practices at ABB to those previously reported (RQ2). Largely, these practices parallel those from prior studies. Altogether, this gives us reason to believe the challenges we identified would apply in other contexts.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this work, we report on a mixed methods study of spreadsheet users’ practices and challenges. We surveyed 180 spreadsheet users and conducted follow-up interviews with 22 participants from within the same organization. Our results reveal challenges facing individual practitioners as well as cross-cutting organizational challenges, such as sharing and reuse. Through these challenges, we have categorized areas of improvement for spreadsheet tool designers and researchers.
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